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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we present an approach for language generation for open-domain
dialog systems inspired by neurocognitive memory processes. We overcome the
drawbacks of the traditional seq2seq architecture by augmenting the architecture
with two types of memory, namely, long-term and working memory based on the
Standard Model of cognition. We also implement a novel action selection mechanism that helps identify the relevant utterances containing salient information
from long-term memory to working memory. To evaluate our model, we compare
our action selection mechanism with the state-of-the-art baseline and observe improvements in the identification of most salient utterances over long conversations
and our mechanism shows a higher correlation to human rankings.

1 I NTRODUCTION
Extant approaches to natural language generation have typically been formulated as sequence-tosequence (seq2seq) frameworks, an adaptation of machine translation systems (Vinyals & Le, 2015;
Sutskever et al., 2014). Prior research has shown that engaging with these systems for longer interactions could result in dull and generic responses due to their reliance on the last utterance in
the dialogue history as contextual information (Tian et al., 2017). To make better use of context,
researchers have used both hierarchical and non-hierarchical models (Tian et al., 2017), but these
models still suffer from sub-optimal performance due to the inclusion of entire dialogue history that
may contain irrelevant utterances (Wang et al., 2018). Thus, we formulate the problem as: How do
we encode longer context into the NLG system such that the algorithm can focus on the salient information in the conversation (e.g. important topics, entities) while appropriately discounting parts
of conversation that may primarily serve to preserve social conventions (e.g. ”ah”, ”ok” etc.)?
To address this challenge, we adapt the Standard Model (Norris, 2017), an established model of
memory in cognitive science. This model provides the framework with which to conceptually and
practically address both long-term memory and short-term memory (working memory) - to incorporate the longer context of conversation along with the immediate context. The model also provides
an action-selection mechanism acting as a bridge between the long and short-term memory. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to use the Standard Model of Cognition to more closely
tie the NLG system to the way human cognition works. Our work makes the following contributions:
1. A novel cognitively-inspired natural language generation model that accounts for larger
contexts while appropriately discounting irrelevant utterances from the context through
long-term and working memory.
2. Incorporating action selection mechanism, an adaptation of attention mechanism, to help
identify salient context from Long-Term Memory.
We find that our approach is better able to identify contextual utterances that show high correlation
with human rankings and outperform state-of-the-art performance on longer conversations.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Cognitive architectures identify the structures and processes in the brain and facilitate understanding
the interactions between them (Newell, 1994; Sun, 2007). More concretely, cognitive architectures
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help to understand how perception, vision, action selection along with the ability to store knowledge
using memories (short and long-term) make agents function with human-level intelligence (Langley
et al., 2009; Kotseruba & Tsotsos, 2016). Memory plays a significant role in cognitive architectures.
In the Standard Model architecture, Declarative Memory stores episodic knowledge as part of Longterm memory which is relevant to our generation task. The short-term memory (working memory)
works along with an action selection mechanism to retrieve, store and process relevant pieces of
information for a particular task. Attention mechanism helps retrieval of relevant information, a form
of action selection within cognitive architectures (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The concept of memory,
conceptualized as encoding contextual information in dialogue, has previously been explored in
question-answering systems (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016). However, the usage of
memory networks for dialogue generation is still in its infancy.
The area of dialogue systems using deep learning has been studied extensively, both in the open
domain (Niu & Bansal, 2018; Rashkin et al., 2019) and goal-oriented situations (Lipton et al., 2018).
Sequential and hierarchical models (Serban et al., 2016) have been proposed to make better use of
context. Our work is most closely related to Tian et al. (2017), who demonstrated that hierarchical
methods perform better than non-hierarchical models in encoding context. However, they focused
on a single prior utterance as context and did not account for non-informative utterances. In contrast,
we propose an action-selection to identify multiple informative, salient context utterances.

3

M ODEL A RCHITECTURE AND C ORPUS

Our model is shown in Figure 1 - called the Cognitive Memory Architecture (CMA) - a dual memory
augmented encoder-decoder model inspired by the Standard Model. The model comprises of the
following components:

Figure 1: Architecture of CMA model with two memory components namely, long-term and working memory adapted from the Standard Model of Cognition that augments the input utterance in an
hierarchical fashion.
Long Term Memory, which stores the history of the conversation. The input to the long-term memory is the historical sequence of utterances Ut where 1≤t≤8. We make a simplifying assumption
that only a maximum of 8 utterances is stored in long-term memory (we address this in Section 5).
In our approach, we convert each utterance in the history (U ) and input utterance (Q) to its respective sentence embedding as the sum of the word embeddings (Eq. 1). Next, we compute the cosine
similarity between the sentence embeddings of each of the utterances in the dialogue history eui and
the sentence embedding of input utterance eq , where ew represents the embedding of the word.
X
X
eui =
ew , & eq =
ew
(1)
w∈ui

w∈q

We improve similarity calculation by introducing two additional parameters: λ represents the order
of the sequence (in the range of 1 ≤ λ ≤ n in our work and n represents the length of the dialogue
history) and τ is counter balancing parameters and is the ratio between the number of words in the
utterance to the maximum length of the target utterance. Our intuition in defining these additional
parameters in Eq. 2 is that (a) the most important utterances to focus on when generating a response may be present in early part of dialogue history and (b) these utterances should be given
2
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relative importance that is meaningfully encoded when generating the response.
eu i · eq
sui = sim(ui , q) + λ · τ, & sim(ui , q) =
||eui || · ||eq ||

(2)

Action Selection - To obtain the relative importance scores of each utterance in the history to the
query utterance, we perform action selection using Bahdanau-style attention mechanism (2014):
exp(sui )
,
i=0 exp(sui ) + exp(sq )

αui = Pt

exp(sq )
i=0 exp(sui ) + exp(sq )

& αq = Pt

(3)

where αui and αq represents the importance score and sq will be 1 as the query utterance similarity
is computed against the same vector and t is the number of utterances in the dialogue history.
Working Memory - stores the utterances necessary for generating an appropriate response while appropriately down-weighting the non-useful utterances. The working memory stores Cn utterances
that have the highest score produced by the Action Selection Mechanism (Equation 3). The Input Module and Response Module - follow the Hierarchical Encoder-Decoder architecture (Serban
et al., 2016). We calculate the final vector as a sum of the hidden vectors weighted by their saliency
value αu of the utterances in the working memory and αq obtained from above Equation 3.
Our model is developed and tested on the MovieTriples corpus from Serban et al. (2016). The
MovieTriples corpus contains triplets of dialogues. We merged all triplets for a given movie and then
divided the resulting corpus into conversation sequences of 10 utterances. Each sequence is further
divided into dialogue history (of length ≤ 8), query and target utterances. After pre-processing, the
dataset comprised of 42738 conversations in training and 1000 conversations in test set. The average
length of dialogue history in the training set was 5.5 and 5.24 in the test set.

4

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

We hypothesize that salient information is present in the earlier context of the conversation and
cannot be obtained from only using one or two most recent utterances as context. To obtain quantitative evidence to test our hypothesis, we recruited 60 annotators to annotate 120 randomly sampled
conversations from our test data.1 We asked each annotator to rank order each utterance from the
dialogue history in order of its saliency. We used the intra-class correlation coefficient scores to
measure the inter-rater reliability for more than two raters (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). We find that the
rankings obtained from the user study have a high consistency and agreement value of 0.88 (both
values are statically significant with p-value<0.001).
To understand the impact of longer conversational context and the saliency of historical utterances
in the task of response generation, we grouped the conversations by length of the dialogue history
into 3 groups: (1) Long - Dialogue histories of length ≥ 6; (2) Medium - Dialogue histories of
length 4 and 5; (3) Short - Dialogue histories of length ≤ 3. We also notice that from the randomly
sampled 120 conversations, 91 conversations had a Long dialogue history, 16 had a Medium dialogue history and 13 had a short dialogue history. Table 1 shows the importance of recent utterances
when compared to the historical utterances in the conversation history as rated by the human annotators. Recent Utterances refer to the two utterances immediately prior to the query utterance. Earlier
Utterances refer to the utterances in conversation history beyond the two utterances prior to query
utterance. Finding 1: We observe the following from the human annotators’ rankings: 1) For long
and medium conversation histories, only around 63% , the recent utterances are labelled as the most
salient in capturing the context of the conversation. This means that around 36% of the time, salient
information is included in history of dialogue beyond the immediate one or two utterances prior
to the query utterances. 2) For short conversations, we find that 91.67% of the time the historical
utterances in conversation history are referred to as most important.
Next, we compare our results with an existing state-of-the-art model proposed by Tian et al. (2017)
as their work is the most similar work to ours, in that it also attempts to identify and encode context
importance. Figure 2 shows the accuracy of our CMA model and Tian et al. model in identifying the
top three salient contexts (as judged by human annotators). Finding 2: We demonstrate using Figure
1

Instructions and sample questions given to annotators are presented in supplemental materials
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Type of
Dialogue History
Long (n=91)
Medium (n=16)
Short (n=13)

Recent
Utterances
63.95%
64.29%
8.33%

Earlier
Utterances
36.05%
35.71%
91.67%

Table 1: Importance of recent utterances
when compared to earlier utterances present
in dialogue history.

Figure 2: Accuracy of identifying salient utterances by action selection mechanism in our proposed CMA model compared to state of the art
(Tian et al., 2017).

2 the ability of the CMA model to identify salient utterances and outperform the existing stateof-the-art methods in longer dialogue histories (statistically significant p<0.001 while achieving
comparable performance in shorter dialogue histories.
Additionally, Table 2 shows Spearman and Kendall Tau correlation results between the actionselection mechanism and human rankings (HR). Finding 3: We observe that CMA action-selection
mechanism shows significantly higher correlation to human judgments than the method proposed by
Tian et al (2017) over Long and Medium dialogue histories. This is likely because of the addition
of parameters λ and τ that provide additional importance based on the length of sequence and order
of the sequence. However, we do notice that method proposed by Tian et al.(2017) outperforms our
method on short dialogue histories (although this difference was not statistically significant).

Long
Spearman

CMA∼HR

Medium

0.46*** 0.27*

Tian et al.∼HR 0.33*** 0.12
Kendall
Tau

CMA∼HR

0.37*** 0.23*

Tian et al.∼HR 0.26*** 0.10

Model

BLEU
Score

CMA

0.091*** 0.00089

Context
Seq2Seq

0.060

0.00091

6.76

No Context
0.063
Seq2Seq

0.00091

6.56

Short
0.13
0.25
0.12
0.24

Table 2: Spearman and Kendall Tau Correlation between CMA Action Selection mechanism and Tian et
al. method to the rankings from human annotators.
*** p < 0.001; * p < 0.05; (HR: Human Ranking)

Diversity

Length
9.24***

Table 3: Performance of CMA model and
baselines on BLEU score, diversity, length
and Gunning-Fog Index.
*** p < 0.001

We report performance of the CMA model on dialogue generation using traditional metrics such
as BLEU, Diversity, and Length consistent with existing literature in Table 3. In Table 3, CMA
refers to the model that uses salient contexts identified though action selection mechanism, Context
Seq2Seq model uses the most recent utterance as the context, and No Context Seq2Seq refers to
model that uses no context. We use the Distinct-1 metric to calculate diversity as the number of
distinct unigrams over the total number of generated tokens (Li et al., 2016). Finding 4: The CMA
model is less diverse than the baselines (although no statistical significance); but able to generate
longer, coherent sentences and significantly outperform baselines on BLEU score and Length.

5

C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION

We have shown how the long-term and working memory as described by cognitive architectures
can be adapted to augment seq2seq models for dialogue generation.We find that the action selection
mechanism is able to identify salient utterances and outperform extant methods to maintain the
conversation context. We make a simplifying assumption that long-term (declarative) memory has
at most 8 prior utterances for practical reasons such as training time and compute resources. In
ongoing improvements, we are adapting our models to incorporate more context, include world
knowledge (e.g. Wikipedia), and use transformer architectures (e.g. BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019).
4
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